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Abstract. The capacity to make decisions is an important feature of daily living, which is closely linked to proper cognitive
functioning. In conditions in which cognitive functioning becomes compromised, such as in Alzheimer’s disease (AD),
decision-making capacity can also get affected. Especially in AD, this has important implications, since over the course of
the condition many important clinical decisions have to be made. For caregivers as well as physicians, it is sometimes difficult
to determine how and when to intervene in the decision-making process. The aim of this systematic literature review was
to identify studies that have evaluated medical and research consent decision-making capacity in patients with AD. Studies
consistently show that decision-making capabilities are impaired in patients with AD. The cognitive and neuronal correlates
of this process are, however, poorly studied. The few studies that investigated correlations have shown worse cognitive
performance, mainly on the MMSE, to be related to poorer decision-making capacity. As most of these correlations have
been performed in groups combining patients and controls, it remains unknown if these associations are disease specific.
There is a need to study more systematically the decision-making process in relation to cognitive functioning and neural
correlates to be able to develop a framework of decision-making capacity in AD, ultimately aiding clinicians and caregivers
to understand and evaluate those capabilities in patients.
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INTRODUCTION29

Making decisions means that people choose30

between different options based on their own ideas31
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or based on suggestions from others. These decisions 32

can have direct consequences, such as what to eat 33

or what to wear, can have direct consequences with 34

impact in the future, including decisions about med- 35

ical treatments, or they can be decisions in advance 36

with only future consequences. Such decisions with 37

future consequences usually depend on the inte- 38

gration of novel information received. Making an 39

informed decision with future consequences thus 40
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depends on understanding spoken and written infor-41

mation provided, logical reasoning capacity about42

this novel information, appreciation of the (future)43

consequences of the decision, and the ability to com-44

municate the decision. These 5 cases have been45

labeled as the legal standards in decision-making,46

and have been used extensively in decision making47

research [1]. However, what is or not a reasonable48

decision is ambiguous and subjective. Therefore,49

this legal standard is little used in decision-making50

instruments and studies [1, 2].51

In turn, these 5 legal standards, and thus the52

decision-making process, depend heavily on cogni-53

tive functions. Novel information that forms the basis54

of the decision needs to be ordered and evaluated,55

which is associated with more frontally mediated56

executive functions, including planning, working57

memory, and manipulating information, but also with58

emotions and attitudes toward the subject [1, 3, 4]. It59

also depends on temporarily storing the novel infor-60

mation and creating new longer-term memories about61

the decision. Lastly, understanding written and verbal62

information and communicating with the caregiver63

or with medical personnel requires intact language64

skills [3, 4]. In patients with temporary or permanent65

cognitive deficits, however, such cognitive functions66

can be affected and therewith the decision-making67

process can become compromised [5]. Alzheimer’s68

disease (AD) is one of the major diseases that affects69

memory and executive functions, whereas these70

patients need to make important medical, research-71

related, and sometimes also other major life-changing72

decisions [5].73

Given the progressive loss of cognitive abilities74

in patients with AD [6], the decision-making pro-75

cess will slowly become affected until patients are76

unable to make informed decisions. However, as77

the progression of the disease continues multiple78

important decisions have to be made. These include,79

for example, decisions about beginning, continuing,80

or terminating medical treatment, about driving a81

car, cooking, doing one’s own finances, and liv-82

ing independently. Gradually, caregivers will have83

to start making the decisions for the patients, which84

can lead to tensions between the patient and the85

caregiver, especially in combination with impaired86

insight in patients, which is often the case in AD87

[7]. Determining when patients are no longer capable88

of making informed decisions is very difficult. Sev-89

eral legal standards have been proposed as guidelines90

for proper medical decision-making capacity. The91

patient should be able to verbally express a choice,92

making a reasonable decision, appreciate the conse- 93

quences of the choice, provide rational reasons for the 94

decision, and understand the information that is rel- 95

evant to the decision [2, 8]. Since establishing what 96

constitutes a reasonable decision can be very sub- 97

jective, this guideline is little used [1, 2]. Given the 98

expected increase in the prevalence of AD in the 99

coming decades [9], it is of vital importance to under- 100

stand the decision-making process in this population 101

in terms of expected decline in capabilities, the influ- 102

ence of cognitive decline over time, and the neuronal 103

correlates involved. 104

Decision making capacity can be measured in 105

many different ways, using different instruments that 106

each aim to measure different fields of decision- 107

making. For instance, the Iowa Gambling Task is one 108

of the more traditional tests used to measure decision- 109

making capacity under ambiguity. In this test, partici- 110

pants will receive some virtual money when choosing 111

a card from one of the 4 decks, but occasionally will 112

lose some money [10]. The amount of loss-cards dif- 113

fers per deck, leading to ‘good’ and ‘bad’ decks in 114

terms of gaining money [10]. Although that is a clas- 115

sical task when it comes to measuring capacity to 116

make beneficial choices under ambiguity, the results 117

cannot be generalized to other fields of decision- 118

making that are important in AD, such as medical 119

and research consent decision-making capacity. An 120

extensive systematic review of literature published 121

between 1980 and 2004 identified 15 different instru- 122

ments measuring medical decision-making capacity 123

[11]. Those included the MacArthur Assessment Tool 124

for Treatment (MacCAT-T) [12], Capacity to Consent 125

to Treatment Instrument (CCTI) [13], and linguis- 126

tic instruments for decision-making [8]. Although all 127

were based on some legal standard, only 9 of the 128

15 instruments included all 4 above mentioned legal 129

standards. In general, all instruments have been found 130

reliable, most with an interrater reliability above 131

0.80, and they are all structured or semi-structured 132

interviews. The association with cognitive functions 133

showed mixed results, with only some studies finding 134

correlations [11]. In this paper, 10 instruments that 135

measure research consent capacity were discussed, 136

including the MacArthur Competence Assessment 137

Tool for Clinical Research (MacCAT-CR) and other 138

vignettes methods [11]. They all had a reasonable 139

reliability, but there is a variability in application. 140

Some instruments have pre-specified information 141

and response possibilities, whereas others are semi- 142

structured interviews, such as the MacCAT-CR. 143

Overall, the MacCAT-T and MacCAT-CR showed to 144
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have the most empirical support, not ruling out the145

quality of other instruments.146

Despite the importance of understanding changes147

in the medical and research consent decision-making148

process in AD, there seems to be little information149

available, which has not been reviewed systemati-150

cally. Even less is known about the cognitive and151

neuronal correlates of the decision-making process152

in this disease. Therefore, the aim of this systematic153

literature review was to provide an overview of medi-154

cal and research consent decision-making capacity in155

patients with AD, by performing a systematic search156

in different databases. When available, information157

on the neural and neuropsychological correlates of158

the decision-making process were summarized as159

well.160

MATERIALS AND METHODS161

This study was conducted in accordance with the162

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and163

Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) guidelines, as published164

by [14].165

Literature search166

A comprehensive systematic search of the litera-167

ture was performed through PubMed, PsycInfo, and168

Web of Science for articles published between 01-169

01-2000 and 01-01-2018. The year 2000 was chosen170

1) to only include contemporary research based on171

the most modern diagnostic criteria, and 2) because172

before this date neuroimaging analysis techniques173

were less developed and not widely available. The174

key search criteria were “decision making” in com-175

bination with “Alzheimer’s disease”. There were no a176

priori restrictions in the type of decision making cate-177

gories, e.g., financial, medical, research consent, etc.178

The searches were restricted by using filters, selecting179

only papers reporting on experiments conducted in180

humans and written in English within the given time181

frame. After the removal of doubles and non-English182

literature, two authors (EvD and JF) independently183

performed the initial screening of abstract and title184

and the full-text assessment. In the case of a different185

decision on including or excluding an article, a third186

author (DCM) made the final decision.187

Inclusion and exclusion criteria188

Of the original articles that were retrieved from189

the searches, the title and abstract were screened190

after exclusion of non-English and double articles. 191

For articles to be included, two main criteria needed 192

to be fulfilled. First, articles had to report data 193

of participants with AD and of a reference group 194

(e.g., participants with mild cognitive impairment, 195

participants without cognitive impairments, or care- 196

givers and clinicians). Second, these articles had 197

to quantify a form of decision making (e.g., medi- 198

cal, research, or financial decision making). Articles 199

with a group of AD patients only, without a ref- 200

erence group, or which did not quantify decision 201

making, were excluded from the screening, as were 202

manuscripts that solely reported on caregiver or medi- 203

cal professional decision-making. Furthermore, book 204

chapters, abstracts, reviews and meta-analyses were 205

also excluded, as were articles on research conducted 206

in animals. Of the included manuscripts, the full 207

text was obtained and read. In this step, articles that 208

were not about medical or research consent decision- 209

making capacity were excluded. To be included, 210

both medical and research consent decision-making 211

capacity had to be measured in a standardized way, 212

such as by use of a validated instrument. Lastly, the 213

references were checked for other potentially eligible 214

articles that were not retrieved through the database 215

searches. 216

RESULTS 217

Literature search 218

The search retrieved a total of 1,609 published 219

works between January 2000 and October 2017. 220

The flowchart, which is prepared according to the 221

PRISMA guidelines [14], is presented in Fig. 1 and 222

shows the work process. After removal of 429 dupli- 223

cates and articles that were not written in English, 224

1,180 articles were screened on their title and abstract, 225

and inclusion/exclusion criteria were applied. Of 226

these 1,180 articles, 39 articles were about a form 227

of decision making in AD. After assessing the full- 228

text articles, 19 were additionally excluded as they 229

covered forms of decision-making other than med- 230

ical or research-consent capacity decision-making. 231

Additionally, checking the reference lists yielded 2 232

more manuscripts. In total, 22 articles were included 233

in this review. After the full-text assessment the 234

authors disagreed on 3 articles, one about semantic 235

decision-making capacity, one about recall of features 236

of previously reached decisions, and the last about 237

information gathering the reach a decision. All three 238

were excluded by the third author. Thirteen articles 239
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were about medical decision-making capacity and240

9 were on research consent capacity. The studies241

varied widely in terms of sample size. Some stud-242

ies were small, whereas other studies included up to243

200 patients (Table 1). Several studies also included244

a group of subjects with mild cognitive impairment245

(Table 1). The age-range also varied widely, but all246

studies included patients above the age of 65 years,247

although control groups were sometimes younger248

than 65 years.249

Medical decision-making250

The 13 articles that assessed medical decision-251

making capacity in AD are summarized in Table 1 [2,252

15–26]. AD was diagnosed based on the criteria of the253

National Institute of Neurological and Communica-254

tive Disorders and Stroke – Alzheimer’s Disease and255

Related Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA).256

Disease severity was based on evaluation by the Clin-257

ical Dementia Rating (CDR) or Dementia Rating258

Scale (DRS) in 7 articles and 4 studies used the Mini-259

Mental State Examination (MMSE). In two articles,260

disease severity was not specified, but these arti-261

cles reported MMSE scores. The studies that have262

assessed medical decision-making in AD have used263

a variety of measurements to study this capacity.264

The most commonly used were the CCTI [2, 15, 17,265

19, 20], and the MacCAT-T [18, 21, 23, 24]. These266

instruments were based on the legal standards previ-267

ously formulated. For the other 4 articles, different268

approaches were used. A total of 10 studies have269

included healthy control groups to contrast patient270

performance [2, 15, 17, 19–22, 24–26]. The other271

3 studies have included caregivers as a comparison272

group [16, 18, 23], and 1 also included referring273

physicians [23]. Thus, all studies can be consid-274

ered case-control studies. Of the 13 studies, 5 also275

included individuals with mild cognitive impairment276

[2, 20, 22, 24, 26], and one included both par-277

ticipants with mild cognitive impairment and AD278

without specifying participants’ status [23], allow-279

ing for a comparison of medical decision-making280

capacity along the continuum of compromised cog-281

nitive functioning. One study included patients with282

AD and Parkinson’s disease next to healthy con-283

trols [17]. In all studies, decision-making capacity284

has been found to be lower in patients than in con-285

trols or subjects with mild cognitive impairment. This286

was a general decline on virtually all legal standards,287

including verbally expressing a choice, making a288

reasonable decision, appreciating the consequences289

of the choice, providing rational reasons for the 290

decision, and understanding the information that is 291

relevant to the decision. Ten of the 13 studies included 292

50 patients or less with AD and one did not differ- 293

entiate between mild cognitive impairment and AD. 294

Thus, only 2 articles had sufficient sample size to 295

differentiate scores according to dementia severity. 296

The article by Hirschman and colleagues did not 297

directly assess the patients decision-making capabil- 298

ities, but did show that in patients with moderate AD 299

(i.e., MMSE < 20), patients’ involvement in the medi- 300

cal decision-making process declined [16]. The other 301

study included only patients with mild AD [24]. In 302

studies that have included subjects with mild cogni- 303

tive impairment, results show that these participants 304

usually have decision-making scores in between AD 305

patients and controls on all legal standards [2, 20, 306

22–26]. This shows that decision-making capacity 307

gradually decreases with increasing impairments in 308

functionality and cognitive performance and that it 309

should not be considered an all-or-nothing principle. 310

The majority of the studies, 8 in total, have included 311

neuropsychological tests other than the MMSE, but 312

only 5 have performed correlation analyses between 313

neuropsychological outcomes and medical decision- 314

making capacity [2, 15, 21, 25, 26]. Unfortunately, 315

these correlations were usually performed in the 316

whole sample and thus are not specific to AD. 317

The general pattern is that better MMSE scores, 318

episodic/working memory, executive functions, and 319

linguistic abilities are related to better decision- 320

making capacity. These are functions on which 321

the legal standards rely, making these correlations 322

intuitive. 323

One study performed a longitudinal assessment, 324

in which declining decision-making capacity was 325

demonstrated over the course of 2 years in AD 326

patients compared with controls [19]. 327

Three studies have included caregivers and/or 328

referring physicians, showing that patients com- 329

monly have a higher preference of participation in 330

the decision-making process than caregivers or physi- 331

cians are willing to grant them [16, 18, 23], which 332

may generate frustration and problems in the patient- 333

caregiver/physician relationship. 334

Research consent capacity 335

All of the 9 articles that have assessed the capac- 336

ity to give informed research consent have used the 337

MacCAT-CR (clinical research), which is an adap- 338

tation of the MacCAT-T, specifically to determine 339
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Table 1
List of articles included in the systematic review ordered by decision-making category

N Age Diagnostic criteria Disease stage MMSE Materials Brief conclusion

Medical decision making
Earnst et al., [15] 21 AD / 10 HC 71.3 ± 8.1 /

67.1 ± 6.5
NINCDS-
ADRDA

MMSE: ≥20
(mild), 10–20
(moderate)

AD: 19.1 ± 4.8 /
HC: 29.3 ± 1.1

CCTI / MMSE /
neuropsychology

Poorer decision-making
competency was related
to various
neuropsychological
functions.

Hirschman et al.,
[16]

77 AD-caregiver
dyads

74.2 ± 8.9 /
59.9 ± 12.2

NINCDS-
ADRDA

MMSE: ≥20
(mild), 12–19
(moderate), <12
(severe)

AD: 23.0 ± 4.8 5 statement
question / MMSE
/ SCB

MMSE < 20, older age,
and mounting caregiver
burden resulted in more
caregiver dominated
decision making.

Griffith et al., [17] 22 AD / 17 PD /
18 HC

70.2 ± 8.3 /
74.2 ± 7.6 /
67.2 ± 6.6

NINCDS-
ADRDA

CDR / DRS – CCTI / DRS AD showed impaired
consent ability of
understanding the medical
treatment situation and
choices relative to the
other groups.

Karlawish et al.,
[18]

48 AD / 102
caregivers

78.7 ± 7.2 /
61.4 ± 13.2

NINCDS-
ADRDA

MMSE: ≥11 (very
mild to moderate)

AD: 20.4 ± 4.8 /
Caregivers:
28.9 ± 1.8

MacCAT-T /
MMSE /
Caregiver
interview

Patients with moderate
AD and lack of awareness
have impairments in the
ability to make AD
treatment decisions.

Huthwaite et al.,
[19]

20 AD / 15 HC 68.7 ± 8.6 /
68.2 ± 6.2

NINCDS-
ADRDA

CDR 0.5 or 1.0 AD: 24.3 ± 2.5 /
HC: 29.5 ± 0.6

CCTI / MMSE /
DRS / CDR / GDS

AD has impaired medical
decision making at
baseline, which
deteriorates over 2 years
in appreciation,
reasoning, and
understanding.

Okonkwo et al.,
[20]

31 AD / 60 MCI /
56 HC

74.5 ± 8.6 /
68.1 ± 6.8 /
64.6 ± 8.5

NINCDS-
ADRDA /
Petersen/Mayo
(MCI)

CDR / DRS AD: 24.8 ± 3.0 /
MCI: 28.4 ± 1.5 /
HC: 29.6 ± 0.8

CCTI / MMSE /
DRS / CDR/ GDS
neuropsychology

Significant impairments
in medical decision
making in MCI, but AD
patients performed
poorest on these
measures.

(Continued)
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Table 1
(Continued)

N Age Diagnostic criteria Disease stage MMSE Materials Brief conclusion

Okonkwo et al.,
[2]

31 AD / 60 MCI /
56 HC

74.5 ± 8.6 /
68.1 ± 6.8 /
64.6 ± 8.5

NINCDS-
ADRDA /
Petersen/Mayo
(MCI)

CDR / DRS AD: 24.8 ± 3.0 /
MCI: 28.4 ± 1.5 /
HC: 29.6 ± 0.8

CCTI / MMSE /
DRS / CDR/ GDS
neuropsychology

In AD, executive
functions and processing
speed predicted medical
decision making. In MCI
this was executive
functions and short-term
verbal memory.

Lui et al., [21] 50 AD / 42 HC 80.0 ± 7.0 /
75.0 ± 7.0

NINCDS-
ADRDA

CDR 0.5 or 1.0 AD: 22.0 ± 5.0 /
HC: 28.0 ± 2.0

MacCAT-T /
MMSE / CDR /
neuropsychology

AD had lower decision
making capacity, which
correlated with MMSE,
total ADAS-cog and
category fluency
performance.

Zamarian et al.,
[22]

18 AD / 18 / MCI
/ 18 HC

77.8 ± 4.8 /
75.4 ± 4.9 /
75.4 ± 6.4

NINCDS-
ADRDA /
Petersen/Mayo
(MCI)

Not specified, but
MMSE included

AD: 20.9 ± 3.2 /
MCI: 26.5 ± 2.0 /
HC: 28.1 ± 1.0

Framing tasks /
MMSE / HADS-D
/ neuropsychology

Health-related
decision-making may be
relevantly biased by
positive and negative
formulations in conveying
the information.

Hamann et al.,
[23]

100 AD/MCI / 99
relatives / 93
referring
physicians

72.3 ± 8.3 /
65.7 ± 11.6 / –

NINCDS-
ADRDA /
IWG-MCI

CDR 0.5 or 1.0 AD/MCI:
23.7 ± 3.2

MacCAT-T /
MMSE / API

High participation
preference in AD/MCI,
but relatives and
physicians poorly
predicted this and
preferred to attribute less
decision-making power to
patients.

Lui et al., [24] 95 AD / 99 MCI /
97 HC

82.3 ± 6.6 /
78.2 ± 7.0 /
74.2 ± 6.5

NINCDS-
ADRDA /
Petersen/Mayo
(MCI)

CDR / DRS AD: 19.5 ± 2.7 /
MCI: 25.3 ± 2.5 /
HC: 26.6 ± 2.4

MacCAT-T /
ACED / MMSE /
neuropsychology

Abilities related to
decisions on medication
management are impaired
in AD and MCI relative to
HC.

Tallberg et al.,
[25]

20 AD / 22 MCI /
37 HC

72.4 ± 7.7 /
68.7 ± 8.7 /
68.5 ± 6.6

NINCDS-
ADRDA /
Petersen/Mayo
(MCI)

Not specified, but
MMSE included

AD: 24.1 ± 3.3 /
MCI: 26.6 ± 2.4 /
HC: 29.1 ± 1.0

LIMD / MMSE /
neuropsychology

AD patients performed
poorest, and
communicative ability has
an impact on the
competence for
autonomous
decision-making.
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Stormoen et al.,
[26]

20 AD / 21 MCI /
33 HC

72.5 ± 7.6 /
69.1 ± 8.8 /
69.2 ± 6.5

NINCDS-
ADRDA /
Petersen/Mayo
(MCI)

MMSE: ≥20 AD: 24.1 ± 3.6 /
MCI: 26.6 ± 2.4 /
HC: 29.1 ± 1.0

LIMD / MMSE /
neuropsychology

Lower LIMD scores were
predicted poorer verbal
and working memory.

Research consent
capacity
Kim et al., [27] 37 AD / 15 HC 78.7 ± 5.8 /

75.5 ± 4.7
NINCDS-
ADRDA

MMSE: 16–28 AD: 22.9 ± 3.8 /
HC: 28.9 ± 1.1

MacCAT-CR /
MMSE

Up to 84% of the patients
were rated as incapable
on at least 1 consent
capability. This was 62%
based on expert
judgement.

Karlawish et al.,
[28]

15 AD / 15
caregivers / 15 HC

72.0 ± 8.1 /
64.9 ± 12.4 /
77.0 ± 4.5

NINCDS-
ADRDA

MMSE: 25–30
(very mild), 20–24
(mild), 12–19
(moderate)

AD: 21.3 ± 5.4 /
caregivers:
29.3 ± 1.2; HC:
29.0 ± 1.8

MacCAT-CR /
MMSE /

AD had lower scores and
many were incompetent
to make decisions,
whereas a minority of
patients was deemed
competent.

Kim et al., [29] 34 AD / 14 HC 78.5 ± 6.0 /
75.3 ± 4.9

NINCDS-
ADRDA

MMSE: 16–28 AD: 23.3 ± 3.7 /
HC: 29.0 ± 1.7

MacCAT-CR /
MMSE / 4
research vignettes
with varying
risk/benefit

No differences in
willingness to participate
in the hypothetical
research presented by the
vignettes. Poorer
MacCAT-CR scores
tended to predict lower
willingness in AD.

Palmer et al., [30] 30 AD / 35
schizophrenia / 36
T2DM

77.0 ± 6.6 /
65.7 ± 5.2 /
70.9 ± 6.2

Not specified MMSE: ≥18 AD: 23.0 ± 3.0 /
schizophrenia:
27.1 ± 2.1 /
T2DM: 28.2 ± 1.8

MacCAT-CR /
3-item
questionnaire /
MMSE

AD performed poorest,
then schizophrenia and
T2DM patients, with
large heterogeneity in the
groups. A lower MMSE
score was the best
predictor for lower
decision-making capacity
in all groups.

Karlawish et al.,
[31]

59 AD / 60
relatives

– NINCDS-
ADRDA

MMSE: 12–26 AD: between 12
and 26

MacCAT-CR /
MMSE

The MacCAT-CR
understanding scale can
help judging about
consent capacity.

(Continued)
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Table 1
(Continued)

N Age Diagnostic criteria Disease stage MMSE Materials Brief conclusion

Karlawish et al.,
[32]

59 AD / 60
relatives

72.2 ± 9.2 /
64.3 ± 12.1

NINCDS-
ADRDA

MMSE: 12–26 – MacCAT-CR /
MMSE / 4
questions

Patients participated in
the decision to participate
in the study and proxy
consent was deemed
appropriate.

Rubright et al.,
[33]

40 AD-1 / 40
AD-2 / 30 HC

76.5 ± 6.6 /
74.4 ± 9.5 /
78.1 ± 6.2

NINCDS-
ADRDA

MMSE: 18–27 AD-1 : 23.6 ± 2.9 /
AD-2 : 23.3 ± 2.7
/ HC: 29.5 ± 0.9

MacCAT-CR /
MMSE / Informed
consent with or
without memory /
organization aid

The intervention group
(AD-2; informed consent
with aids) were more
likely to be judged
competent to consent than
the AD-1 group.
MacCAT-CR
understanding scores
benefited the most from
the intervention.

Kim et al., [34] 188 AD 75.9 ± 8.9 NINCDS-
ADRDA

MMSE: ≥12 20.8 ± 5.0 MacCAT-CR
low/high risk
scenario / MMSE
/ CAPA

A substantial proportion
of AD patients deemed
incapable of consenting to
the low/high risk scenario
was capable of appointing
a proxy.

Palmer et al., [35] 77 AD 74.8 ± 9.8 NINCDS-
ADRDA

MMSE / DRS 20.5 ± 5.1 MacCAT-CR /
MMSE / DRS /
CAPA

60% was deemed capable
appointing a proxy, 43%
consenting to the low risk
and 16% to the high-risk
research scenario.

ACED: Assessment of Capacity for Everyday Decision-Making; ADAS-cog: Alzheimer Disease Assessment Scale-Cognitive subscale; AD: Alzheimer’s disease; API: Autonomy Preference
Index; CAPA: Capacity to Appoint a Proxy Assessment; CCTI: Capacity to Consent to Treatment Instrument; CDR: Clinical Dementia Rating Scale; DRS: Dementia Rating Scale; HADS-D:
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; HC: healthy controls; IWG-MCI: International Working Group – Mild Cognitive Impairment; LIMD: Linguistic Instrument for Medical Decision-making;
MacCAT-T/CR: MacArthur Competency Assessment Tool for Treatment/Clinical Research; MCI: Mild Cognitive Impairment; MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination; NINCDS-ADRDA:
National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke – Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association; PD: Parkinson’s disease; T2DM: type 2 diabetes mellitus.
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of the systematic literature review process.

research related decision-making capacity [27–35].340

One study did not specify diagnostic criteria, whereas341

all other studies used the NINCDS-ADRDA crite-342

ria. All studies used the MMSE to determine disease343

severity and 1 additionally used the DRS. Without344

an exception, all studies found that patients with AD345

scored on average lower on the MacCAT-CR than 346

control subjects did. However, the variety in perfor- 347

mance was large within patients, with sometimes a 348

substantial minority of the AD patients having scores 349

comparable to those of control participants. Many of 350

these patients were subsequently deemed capable of 351
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consenting to research participation. There was also352

considerable variation between studies. Upon closer353

evaluation, the studies have included patients with354

different disease stages. This indicates that, compa-355

rable to medical decision-making capacity, capacity356

to give research consent is best represented as a con-357

tinuum, and is not an all-or-nothing process. This358

was further underscored by a study by Palmer and359

colleagues. They showed that patients with AD are360

better capable to consent to low risk research than361

to high risk research [35]. That is, as studies have a362

higher risk for the patient these projects are usually363

more complex, require more information exchange364

and thus depend more heavily on cognitive functions365

than lower risk studies do. Moreover, the only study366

assessing the correlation between MMSE score and367

research consent capacity showed that lower MMSE368

scores (i.e., worse cognitive performance) was related369

to poorer capacity [30]. Furthermore, appointing a370

proxy to decide for the patient was preserved in the371

majority of patients in this study. In one study, two372

groups of AD patients were included. One group373

received small memory and organization aids next374

to the regular informed consent form, the other did375

not. The results showed that these aids significantly376

improved the capability to make informed research377

decisions [33].378

DISCUSSION379

In this systematic literature review, papers were380

reviewed that have assessed medical and research381

consent decision-making capacity in patients with382

AD. The results show that the 22 articles that adhered383

to our inclusion criteria assessed decision-making384

capabilities in many different ways. In general, the385

results show that decision-making capacity is dimin-386

ished in patients with AD when compared to control387

subjects. However, especially for research consent388

capacity, a sometimes substantial minority of patients389

had scores comparable to those of controls and were390

deemed capable of making informed decisions. Some391

studies have tried to correlate decision-making capac-392

ity to neuropsychological functioning, but all have393

done so in all participants and not specifically in394

the AD patients alone. Poorer decision-making capa-395

bilities were related to lower MMSE scores, lower396

cognitive capabilities, and older age. No studies have397

applied neuroimaging methods in order to evaluate398

the cerebral correlates of decision-making.399

Instruments used to evaluate decision-making 400

capacity 401

The instruments that have been used to evaluate 402

decision-making capacity in the studies vary widely 403

between the different categories, but also within some 404

categories. Some studies that have assessed medi- 405

cal decision-making capacity have been using the 406

MacCAT-T. This list has 4 subscales: the understand- 407

ing, appreciation, reasoning, and expression scales. 408

These scales are based on the legal standards that 409

have been formulated, that patients need to be able to 410

verbally communicate, appreciate the consequences 411

of their decisions, understand the written and spo- 412

ken information and logically reason about the novel 413

information [1]. The MacCAT-T was used in 4 of 414

the 13 included studies on medical decision-making 415

capabilities. Five of the 13 studies have used the 416

CCTI. This instrument is somewhat similar to the 417

MacCAT-T in that it also measures the four legal stan- 418

dards. Both questionnaires are based on vignettes, 419

short stories of a medical situation in which a deci- 420

sion needs to be made. After being told the story, 421

the patients are then asked several questions that 422

assess the legal standards. Other studies have used 423

linguistic instruments for medical decision-making 424

or regular vignettes, but all studies and question- 425

naires have in common that the try to assess the 426

capabilities of patients to come to logical conclusions 427

regarding the legal standards. All included studies on 428

research consent capacity have used the MacCAT-CR 429

(clinical research). These studies, on the other hand, 430

have included patients within a wide range of dis- 431

ease severity, which makes it somewhat difficult to 432

compare the results between studies. 433

There are challenges related to the use of these 434

instruments [36]. First, standardization or tailoring 435

of the vignettes used. Some instruments, such as 436

the MacCAT-T and MacCAT-CR allow tailoring of 437

the vignettes [11, 36, 37]. Although this can be 438

considered an advantage as various disease specific 439

vignettes can be created, it also raises concern about 440

the reliability and validity of the vignettes. Second, 441

the definition of standards, such as reasoning or 442

understanding, can defer between instruments and as 443

such can measure slightly different concepts [11, 38]. 444

The MacCAT instruments are the most widely used 445

and adopted in AD research and provide a good flex- 446

ibility to be adapted to the specific requirements of 447

research in this type of dementia [11, 36]. Downsides 448

of this instrument that should be incorporated into the 449

choice of instrument include the lack of validation 450
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and information about the psychometric properties451

of each adapted version and the extensive training452

that professionals need to properly use the instru-453

ments. Also, for specific situations other lists might be454

more appropriate. More information on properties of455

many used instruments to measure decision-making456

capacity can be found in other reviews [11, 36, 38].457

Clinically significant differences458

Without exception, all studies show that patients459

with AD have lower decision-making capacities. The460

studies that have considered disease severity show461

that patients with mild cognitive impairment and mild462

AD have higher scores than those in the moderate463

to severe stages [2, 16, 20–25]. However, none of464

the instruments provides a clinical cut-off score that465

physicians could use to determine if a patient has466

sufficient decision-making capabilities or not. One467

can imagine that for a high-risk treatment or study468

one needs a higher level of decision-making capabil-469

ities than for a low(er)-risk study or treatment [11].470

Although control data (means and standard devia-471

tions) provide a potential comparison value, setting a472

cut-off would make the instrument less flexible and473

useful. Not having a pre-defined cut-off is also in474

line with the thought that the capability to make deci-475

sions is not an all-or-nothing process, although it may476

complicate a physician’s or caregiver’s ability to eval-477

uate and weigh the input of the patient. Ultimately,478

even with the help of the current standardized instru-479

ments, whether or not a patient is capable of making480

decisions remains a matter of clinical judgement.481

Cognitive correlates of decision-making capacity482

In order to fully understand the decision-making483

process in patients with AD, it is important to484

investigate which cognitive functions are relevant485

in this context. Several studies that have evalu-486

ated medical decision-making capacity have also487

incorporated neuropsychological tests and performed488

correlation analyses. Earnest and colleagues showed489

in their article that poorer short-term memory, seman-490

tic knowledge and simple reasoning were related491

to higher levels of medical decision-making incom-492

petence [15], whereas Okonkwo et al., showed493

that measures of executive functioning and process-494

ing speed were related to medical decision-making495

capabilities [2]. Other studies have found medi-496

cal decision-making capacity to be related to the497

total score of the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment498

Scale – Cognition (ADAS-Cog), category fluency, 499

and executive functions [21, 24], and to episodic 500

and working memory, processing speed, and verbal 501

knowledge [25, 26]. Studies on consent capacity to 502

research have not included neuropsychological tests. 503

These differences in cognitive correlates of 504

decision-making capacity in patients with AD could 505

have various different reasons. First, the neuropsy- 506

chological tests that have been used in these studies 507

varied widely. Although different tests may be con- 508

sidered to measure attention, memory, or any other 509

cognitive function, they always measure slight dif- 510

ferent constructs, and never one construct alone [39]. 511

This will automatically lead to differences in cor- 512

relations. Another reason is the use of different 513

instruments to evaluate decision-making. As each 514

instrument is different from the other instrument, it 515

will generate different correlations. Lastly, studies 516

have used different patient populations, with differ- 517

ent age categories and different stages of AD. This 518

all may explain the differences between studies in 519

correlations and call for meta-analyses to identify 520

shared neuropsychological constructs of decision- 521

making in AD. However, a meta-analysis on the 4 522

studies that have incorporated correlations is not fea- 523

sible. Because of this heterogeneity it is difficult 524

to identify main cognitive contributors that affect 525

decision-making capabilities. 526

Another question is whether or not cognitive test 527

could be used to measure decision-making capacity. 528

There are tests that seem correlated with vari- 529

ous aspects of decision-making capacity. However, 530

besides a correlation, it is important that the function 531

that cognitive tests assess has a close relationship at 532

a conceptual level with the standard of competence 533

that it is aimed to measure [37]. We do not feel that 534

any of the currently available cognitive tests bare 535

close enough resemblance to any standard of compe- 536

tence to substitute instruments specifically designed 537

to measure decision-making capacities. Hence, cog- 538

nitive tests have low validity when it comes to these 539

competences [11], and it would be better to incorpo- 540

rate a decision-making instrument into clinical care, 541

than to rely on cognitive tests. 542

Aids to improve the decision-making process 543

There is a correlation between declining cognitive 544

functions and decision-making capacity, although it 545

is not clear whether this correlation is also present in 546

AD patients alone. This raises the question whether 547

or not aids that circumvent the cognitive difficulties 548
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help improve the decision-making process. Of the549

reviewed literature, there was 1 study that used550

small memory and organizational aids and mea-551

sured research consent decision-making capacity in552

patients who used and did not used these aids [33].553

Due to the use of aids, the number of patients deemed554

capable of making an informed decision by them-555

selves increased from 7 (out of 40) to 19 (out of 40),556

demonstrating a clear advantage when using these557

techniques. It might also suggest that the decision-558

making capacity in itself is not affected, but rather559

the cognitive functions it relies on. More research is560

needed to study the usefulness of aids in more com-561

plex decision-making processes and also in patients562

with moderate to severe ADsease. Such research563

should also consider the usability in clinical prac-564

tice, where physicians generally have limited time to565

attend patients.566

Neural correlates of decision-making capabilities567

None of the studies included in this systematic568

review have incorporated neuroimaging techniques to569

identify the neuronal underpinnings of the medical or570

research consent decision-making process in patients571

with AD. However, there are some studies available572

that have assessed other aspects of decision-making573

capacity in relation to neuroimaging that are worth574

mentioning, because these capacities could rely on575

similar brain regions as medical decision-making and576

research consent capacity do. In one study, Rinne and577

colleagues used 15O PET to measure cerebral perfu-578

sion in 9 patients with AD and 8 healthy controls per-579

forming a semantic decision-making task consisting580

of 3 conditions [40]. Compared to the baseline con-581

dition, both groups activated the left frontal lobe and582

the right cerebellum. The patients with AD, however,583

also activated parts of the midbrain, left cerebellum,584

right occipital cortex, and other parts of the left frontal585

region [40], showing that the AD brain is less effi-586

cient. Lebreton and colleagues used an intertemporal587

choice task during functional MRI scanning and also588

measured grey matter volume [41]. The results of this589

study showed that the hippocampus, both activation590

and volume, plays a crucial role in imagination of591

future reward and with that in the decision-making592

process, as that partly depends on imagination of593

future outcomes. The last study to utilize MRI in594

combination with decision-making is the study by595

Kloeters and colleagues [42]. They used the Iowa596

Gambling Test and correlated the outcomes of this597

test to gray matter volume indices calculated using598

voxel-based morphometry. In patients with AD, atro- 599

phy of the temporal and parietal lobes was related to 600

poorer gambling performance, which resembles the 601

hallmark of brain atrophy in this disease. Combined, 602

these studies seem to suggest a pivotal role for the 603

frontal, temporal, and parietal regions in various tasks 604

about decision-making. Future research should focus 605

on determining the neuronal correlates of medical 606

decision-making and research consent capacity. 607

Limitations 608

Some limitations are worth mentioning. First, as 609

mentioned above, there is a large variability in instru- 610

ments that different studies have used to assess 611

decision-making capacity. Some instruments, such as 612

the MacCAT questionnaires, seem to have high eco- 613

logical validity. Comparing studies using a variety of 614

instruments can be difficult and should be performed 615

with caution. Another limitation of the current liter- 616

ature is that the studies included in this review do 617

not differentiate between the different stages of AD. 618

Differentiating is important as it might be expected 619

that patients in the earlier stages of the disease have 620

better decision-making capabilities than patients in 621

the later stages do. Thus that decision-making capac- 622

ity is not an all-or-nothing principle, but rather a 623

continuum along which patients move. The studies 624

including mild cognitive impairment subjects have 625

shown intermediate scores for this group, and positive 626

associations were found between MMSE/cognition 627

and decision-making capacity, indeed suggesting a 628

gradual decline. However, without analyzing capac- 629

ity in patients in different stages of the disease, 630

preferably through longitudinal follow-up, this can- 631

not be established. Such distinctions are important 632

when one aims to aid clinicians and caregivers in 633

determining how much weight they should give a 634

patient’s opinion and wishes. Sample size seems to 635

be another limitation of the studies reviewed. Many 636

studies have relatively small sample sizes, especially 637

the studies that have also included measures of cog- 638

nition. In order to be able to determine meaningful 639

correlations a relatively large sample size is needed, 640

i.e., n = 30 or higher. The smaller sample sizes make 641

it more difficult to assess and value such correlations. 642

Conclusions and future directions 643

Decision-making capacity is affected by AD and 644

seems to worsen with disease progression. Relatively 645

little attention has been awarded to the relationship 646
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between decision-making capacities and neurocog-647

nitive functions. Those studies that have done so648

show correlations between decision-making and a649

wide variety of cognitive domains and sub-tests,650

including executive functions and verbal memory.651

Neuronal correlates of medical and research consent652

decision-making capacity are unknown, but studies in653

AD testing other forms of decision-making capacity654

suggest temporal, frontal and parietal involvement.655

Future studies should focus on the crossroad between656

decision-making capabilities, neurocognitive func-657

tioning and brain structure and functioning in658

sufficient sample sizes. These studies will help build-659

ing a theoretical framework of decision-making in660

patients with AD. It is important to understand how661

patients come to their decisions, what cognitive func-662

tions they rely on and how brain atrophy or alterations663

in the brain’s functional connections affect the entire664

process. This will help clinicians and the caregivers to665

better understand patients’ decisions and may help to666

make a more informed decision about when to assist667

in or entirely take over the decision-making process.668

The ultimate goal is to ease the transition from inde-669

pendence of the patients to dependence on caregiver670

and physician, a process that is often met with great671

hostility.672
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